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A STORY

One day when I was sick at camp, I looked out of my window and I heard music. It was gay, happy music.

I saw through the Willow Tree campers dancing and laughing. It cheered me up a little bit but I wished

I was out there dancing, too. I heard some of my favorite dances and I started to tap my foot. ..and skip

arqund the room. Even though I couldn't see the other campers, the other campers dancing. ..it started

to make me feel like I was there too. Being happy from the music made me well. I was happy when

the nurse told me I could go back to my bunk!

Dinky Ackerman

~





INDIAN HAND WRESTLING

Jim and Louis had an Indian Hand Wrestle.

Campers were sitting around watching.

There were lots of grunts and groans. Both

faces turned red. Big strong muscles

twisted and turned. Hands kept going from

side to side never'touching the ground.

The grunts and groans, the hands pushing

sideways. ..strong muscles twisting and

turning. All this lasted about 5 minutes.

It was exciting and yet as we think about

it, we don't remember who won. Soon after,

campers challenged each other in hand

wrestling. Wanda Troy and

Roni Straussberg

THE HUMMING BIRD

One day on the Tiger Lilies near the main house, .J saw a

Humming Bird. It flapped its wings so fast that I could

hardly see them. It dashed from one Day Lily to another,

and to my surprise it even flew backwards. ..then it quickly

flew away ...

Dave Levitt

NEVILLE

Neville is a cook. He makes very good food. We
love some of the funny messages he writes on the
eggs. He is a very nice man. One day my friend
and I were standing next to Neville. ..so we
said, "Hi" to him. Then he took us to the kit-
chen. On the way he said, "Now your counselors
won't ~now where you are!" They wouldn't even
guess you're in the kitchen." In the kitchen, we
stirred the egg barley. Then we took turns mixing
the mushrooms for the mushroom gravy .Then we
watched Neville cook the London Broil. Wegotto
have a piece of birthday cake too. Emily Sper and Sue Waldman



All Kinds of Water at
Martha Roder's Fantt

After eating lunch at Martha
Roder's farm, many things hap-
pened. We looked at the bees.
Then we went for a drink. We
turned on the wrong valve and
the grass sprinkler was turned
on by mistake. The kids and Lisa,
one of the counselors of Bunk 1,
who were near the sprinkler, got
wet. "Oh cut that." "Turn it
off," and other cries of surprise
came from the sprinkler area.

Later we drank the water from
Martha's faucet-and had to hold
our noses. It smelled like eggs!
There is a lot of sulphur in the
underground springs of our well





'It Depends on How You Look at Things and "When We Gro" Jp,

,OWER CAMP WII ALWAYS REMEMBER

OUR COUNSELORS AND GROUP LEADER JIM. ..

Ivan the Terrible's games outside the bunk, and his

great dive from the crib; Darnell and Ivan drenching

Anita; when Darnell ordered 7 soup bowls of sour

cream for himself; all of our counselors. ..GREAT!!!

OUR FELLOW CAMPERS (GALS INCLUDED!) ...

WHEN Nina Silber spilled the gravy that covered the

whole lower camp dining room; the Hums and the

togs; w~en Brett started to rock and roll to Tenn.

Whig Walk, and, of course; Brett shouting out his

line in the play (about adults): "Theyact like a

Bunch of kids!"; when Nina kicked her shoe instead

of the ball in Kick-Pin Ball; when Julie S. wanted to

go to the Overlook and said "Look-out" instead;

Brett's cheer at the Olympics; when Evan was tied

in a laundry bag and carried out of the bunk; Josh,

Arne, Danny, and Jon E. and Jon A. making fishing

lures; Evan and Dave building huts behind the bunk

and sleeping in them overnight; Josh and Danny

making tents of blankets and wood and sleeping in

them.



Other pleasant memories: Hike to Old Baldy, the

Olympic's, the Carnival, , viewing algae through a

microscope. ..also the cells of an onion. ..Camping

contests ...making beds and fire building. ..hike to

Gem's Bakery. ..Mad Libs ...mail call. ..cooking

dinner for lower camp. ..a trip to Howe Caverns, the

Circus, the Roosevelt Home; Billy's laugh (like a

truck in second gear going up hill); Coo Coo names

taped on counselor's door. ..; when the Frisbie was

on the top of our roof; watching the chicks hatch and

playing with the goats ...the basketball game with

the "y" camp-slaughter. ..once Butch got started

...losing rabbits atNature under bunk 12. ..Neville's

food! Fitchett-our Fitchett Song and rockets. ..

scavenger hunt-with a kiss from Carol and a hair

from Karl's beard. ..movies: Born Free and My Fair

Lady. ..the giant turtle we found in the crib. ..a

leaky shower. ..water allover the bunk. ..S.W.A. T.S.

(SERVICE WITH A TEEN SMILE). ..the dance aro,!nd

...evening swims. .;a bamboo pole clothes line...

lazy days. ..visiting Martha's bee farm, the Mink

farm and digging up our own potatoes at the truck

farm. ..listening to Susan Reed and Lord Burgess. ..

when the laundry left wi thout taking our bundles. ..

singing in the shower. ..and of course, Salty Dog

Rag. ..our theme dance for the summer .

Ruth Kevess



THE TIME IN SUMMER. ..
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When life was young and oh, so
mellow. ..

the hike to Old Baldy on the
hot sunny day, over electric
fences, the bulls, the apple
trees, the stone wall, and
Sugar Daddies.

Our afternoon at Innisfree-
Paradise Incarnate-Wow!

Taghanic Lake-five franks. ..
seven marshmallows. ..six to-
matoes ...ten carrots. ..punch,
candy, cookies, fruits, and a
quarter-gee I'm hungry!

Bowling was fun, but we really
went for Dairy Queen. Our sleep-
out and cook-out where we really
slept and cooked.
Two circuses-Middle Camp Staff
versus Mills Bros. ...Middle
Camp Staff emerged victorious.

9: 15 meeting and mail call-
"Everyone on this side of the
breezeway and put away those
Jacks."

Deep in December it's nice to
remember the people...the kids
-Judy as Josephine light of your
life. Debbie-7 Van Gogh, Ricky
and J .D.-night riders, Nanette-
our representative at early morn-
ing swim. Jane Hoffman-Bunk 7
good guy, Sherri-a sleepless
beauty, Elissa "Don't do today
what you can do tomorrow"-And
what you can do tomorrow leave
for the day after. ..Nina arrived
last but not least, Lauren-Lucky
Dog had a birthday wi th Goofy,
Joan banquet birthday. ..Vanece
-56 days in camp-112 times at
the in firmary .

Lise-slow and steady wins the
race, Sue bowled high score and
ate her very own Pig's Dinner. ...
Laura, "Little Orphan Annie."

The Counselors-Gail, the bunk
ballerina; Trudy, the morning
Terror; Dina, the evening Terror;
and Bill, the in-between Terror.

Deep in December it's n.ice to
remember and follow. ..

~











A BIRD ON THE HEAD! A CHOCOLATE PARTY

A

THE CIRCUS

Every year the middle camp staff puts
on a circus. This year's was better
than any other, I think.

One week before the Staff circus, mid-
dle camp wen t to see a big THREE
RING CIRCUS. But many kids liked
our circus better.

Bird
In

The
Hand

Is
Worth

TVfO
In

Every act failed. But it was great! The
Bush!

"Get the dice and roll a seven,"yelled
the campers of bunk 8. This was the
call for an unusual party held on
Saturday night, August 6 in O\,lr cabin.
It was an exciting, speedy, delicious,
nutritious, Chocolate Party. Here is
how it is played: first, our counselor
Sue got six chocolate bars from the
can teen. She also had gathered a var-
iety of clothing from other counselors
-Cleve's slacks h Darnell's shirt,

Bob's pajamas, er own raincoat,

sweatshirt and one sock.
The object of the game was to roll a
"Seven" with the dice while another
camper worked at full speed getting
all the clothes on and then unwrap a
chocolate bar, cut the chocolate with
a knife, eat with a fork, and be
finish'ed before the dice were rolled
to add up to "seven." The dice were
passed from one camper to another
while the dressing and eating went on
by the lucky racing contestants. li a, , seven' , were rolled before the
chocolate was reached, the unlucky
contestant had to stop and give the
next camper a chance. All except four
people were chocolate eaters and
winners. One bar was saved for the
unlucky four _to divide.

Amy Stack

Bob and Trudy were dressed up by
little kids. Ray was the high diver.
You can guess what happened to him!

Marty was the strong man. ...no one
knew it but his weights were real! !
Everybody thought they were fake.
But when t~bag broke and the weights
fell, we all ~new that he had tried to
lift a lot of weight.

After our camp circus, we had dancing
and ice-cream and soda. That was the
best party middle camp ever had!

Jayne Danska

What about a bird on the head?

My brother Paul was taking the photo-
graphy elective. He was going with a
camera-taking pictures. We were both
in the Nature area. The baby chicks
were ou t.
First Paul said to me, ' 'Let me take a

picture of you with a 9ird in your
hand."

"How about if I put it on my head?"

"That's a good idea, he answered,
and then he took the picture."

Fred Taub
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GUESTS AT CAMP BROUGHT THE

HUMOR, SPICE, AND THE FLA VOR

OF OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD TO US.

The B. Gay puppeteers had us chuckling with their
beautifully presented plays based upon folk tales
from China and Europe-"The Golden Melon" and
"The Crowded House."

Lord Burgess was with us for our camp-wide, bar-
becue cook-out. He chatted, joked, and became like
another staff member before his evening concert.
We will never forget his own world-famous songs of
the West Indies: Jamaica Farewell, Angelina, Land
of the Sea and Sun, as well as his strong presenta-
tion of the other songs which had us singing together
spiritedly-and not wanting to stop for bed-time. A
sing and discussion evening with the staff after the
campers went to bed and a morning swim with the
campers made for a memorable stay at camp.

After presenting us with songs from the Appalaghyan
Region, her native South Carolina, the cajun melo-
dies of New Orleans and the folk songs from Ireland,
Susan Reed was asked by many campers for her

autograph.

Her self accompaniment on the zither and Irish harp
added to m~king her fingers tired.

v
So, since sl:P8 couldn't write a personal autograph
for each camper-

SHE SIGNED ONE FOR EVERYBODY!!

Vtr1 ~~~J- W;~h~~
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THE .

QUAKERS -

FIRST IN

HYDE PARK

On Wednesday, August 10, Bunk5
went on a hike to the Quaker
Meeting House. We had been
hiking for about hal.f an hour on
Nub Street and turned l.eft onto
Quaker Lane. Then we hiked
another hal.f hour until. we
reached our destination. This
was the Quaker Meeting House.

The Meeting house dated back to 1785. A Cemetery near the Meeting House had stones dating back to
the Revolutionary War. This Meeting House was the first church in Hyde Park. Thus it seems that the
first organized religion in Hyde Park was Q,uaker.

Mr. Briggs, the caretaker, was waiting at the Meeting House to show us the place. He was an old man
whose Great-Grandfather had been the first to speak up at the Meeting which decided'that a Meeting
House should be built and his Grandfather pledged the first contribution of $10.00 for that purpose.
Many stories were told us by Mr. Briggs. One, Mike and I found most interesting, was about some pro-
slavery forces who burned down one of the homes of the people who were protecting the slaves in an
underground celler of their farmhouse. These slaves were trying to get to Canada. Then one hundred
years later, said Mr. Briggs, while farmers were excavating to build a new home, the area was bulldozed
over and this entire chamber for hiding slaves was completely covered.

The Meeting House was a simple white building which looked like any farmhouse. There were no stained
glass windows or large cross on it. Mr. Briggs allowed us the privilege of going inside.

The interior seemed barren. There were wooden benches which had light cloth cushions on them.. .
and that's about it. A steep staircase led to the upper deck of the meeting house. This seemed like just
a flat floor. The front part of the upper deck had a hinged floor so that it could be opened and people
attending a meeting could look down as if from a balcony. From the downstairs section, the ceiling
didn't show that it could be raised and made into a balcony.

Lisa, one of Qur counselors who is a Quaker, explained the burial beliefs which Mr. Briggs had men-
tioned. They don't believe in grave stones because they feel that there should be equality allover and
man shoul-d return to Nature to be remembered by the great deeds he had done and not by expensivemarkers. .

We got a ride half-way back and hiked the rest of the way along Nub Street

Mike Green and Richard Peters



INTERVIEWING INTERESTING. PEOPLE AT TRYWOODIE

LOUIS YON LOMMEL

I interviewed Louis Yon Lommel recently, a counsellor in Bunk 2. He told me
he came to the United States because he wanted to learn about different ways
of living and to look at life in different countries.

Louis said that he became a counsellor because working and living with
people is the best way to learn about different ways of living. I asked him
how he came to Trywoodie and Louis said, "A foreign counsellor exchange
program placed me in this camp. "

He had expected Trywoodie to be more like the Boy Scout camps that he was
used to. The stress in a Boy Scout camp would be more on the elementary
things of life; cleanliness, outdoor living, helping each camper to learn to
help himself, etc. At Trywoodie, Louis found the stress on the living together
art in the program. After camp is over, he will travel through Canada, New

Eric Lipman

of peor
Englan(

and more musi
I the Mid-West.

HOUSHANG AHMADI

We have many counsellors from different foreign countries here at Trywoodie. One of them is Houshang who comes
from Persia. After graduating from Teheran University in Persia in 1958, Houshang worked as a High School
teacher for two years. Then, he was employed in the Persian Ministry of Justice for another two years. In the
Fall of 1962, he came to America, his goal being that of working for his PHD in Sociology at the New School of
Social Research. Houshang enjoys working at Trywoodie.

After Camp is over, Houshang will continue his studies for another two years. Then he will return to Persia (he's
on a government scholarship here). After eight years of teaching in his homeland, Houshang plans to come back
to the United States, whose form of government he praises. John Ben-Asher

G\VEN GILLON

One of Jhe counsellors in Bunk 10, Gwen, has been very active in the Civil Rights movement in the South. She
comes fr~ .Anniston, Alabama, where in 1962, one of the first Freedom Riders' buses was bombed..

In 1963, she won a scholarship to Tougaloo College. She started school there and met members of S.N .C.C.
(St.1dents Non-Violent Coordinating Committee). She helped them integrate many southern churches. Gwen dropped
out of school for a while and spent a winter working full time for S.N.C.C. She travelled around the country mak-
ing speeches on college campuses.

She also spoke for the National Council for Jewish Womep and the National Council of Negro Women.

A member of the Mississippi Freedom Democrats, Gwen is part of the only integrated party in Mississippi. .





THE MAN WHO MARRIED A DUMB WIFE

~



A BELL FOR THIS A BELL FOR THAT

When campers hear the wake-up bell,
They toss and turn some more.
As if they had not slept at all,
And boy they sure are sore.

When campers hear the flag raise bell,
They know that soon their heads will swell,
With fun and games and things to do,
So they can have much fun as you.

But when campers hear that great big bell,
That tells them when to dine.
They yell and cheer and talk a lot,
And you know that they are fine.

Janis Fleischman

Photo by MI KE NESI Photo by HOLL y MILLET

Photo by CARL JACOBSON
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WHITE WATERS

Before actually encountering the Housatonic River, .J had personal,
mysterious visions and feelings of the canoe trip ahead.

There are interesting things you discover while canoeing. One is
that by suddenly noticing the surrounding terrain, you can forget
the gnawing strain in your arms.

After four hours of paddling which was interspersed only by water
breaks and invisible rocks, we devoured a' well needed lunch.

White waters'-as I remember their strength, energy and excitement,
I re-live a highlight never to be forgotten.

Site Cohen

*

THE MIGHTY HOUSA TONIC

We lowered the canoes down in to the wa ter and were on our way.
About 100 feet from shore our first calamity took place. A canoe
(guess whose) tipped over and the lunch almost got wet. Well, we
started over again and did all right until lunch time (well would you
believe, we, came through with only 21 bruises between us!) Oh,
yes we, even shot the rapids well, .Oh the thrill of it! The water
spraying in your face '. ..the, wind rustling through your hair. ..and
the sharp rocks missing your canoe by half an inch. Lunch was un-
eventful (1 mean the food also!). On our way again, ,we coordinated
ourselves to the point that we did not get grounded on rocks and
have to get our every 2 seconds to get the,canoe free,of them. Sure
we had to walk it half the time, but everybody did that (the ,result of
that was soggy sneakers that shrunk two sizes after they dried).

We climbed up Kent Falls to get fresh water (you know the ones on
the Marlboro commercial). On the, way back, we met the trusty old
station wagon and our sleeping bags. After finding the area fairly
clear of foliage (clear, ,did I say?), we, were told of a spot that
actually had a fireplace, and out-houses and had to move all our
stuff there. We prepared supper which was steak, .instant potatoes,
can of peas and instant fruit drink and instant milk. ..(What, ,no
Fitchett?). We,talked and ilien hit the sack.

After eating breakfast, we went back to the canoes and transported
them back to the river. We were' given a hero send-off with picture-
takers galore and soon hi t the real big rapids. Every canoe made, it
safely except for the one belonging to our mentor... the, most ex-
perienced canoer in camp. ..her's went down backwards.

On the way back to camp, we got caught in a Tornado, but made it
back safely to the shelter of good old Trywoodie.

Frayda Levy



SCOTCH? HA! (A True Story)

It all started 3 days before ilie,beginning of camp. I had this ter-
ri ble earache. ..

"I'm sorry but I don't think you will be well enough to start this
Sunday," said my Doctor. "Why?", I screamed. "Well, because
your ear won't stop hurting before Sunday," said my doctor. ..but
I tb~nk you'll be well enough by Wednesday."

Wednesday came, I felt fine. I went back to my doctor for a final

O.K.
"You are now ready to go to camp. But one last prescription,"
said my doctor. "You are to have three drops of SCOTCH wiskey
in each ear before swimming. "

i "What?", my mother and I yelled in unison.

I "Scotch,',' my doctor said calmly with a twinkle in his eye.

"1 think you had better write that down. I doubt if anyone would believe it.1 scarcely believe it myself."

You should have seen the look on the faces of the nurse8 l\I1d Morris when my mother passed on the
bottle of Cutty Sark Scotch Whiskey to be fed into my ear before each swim period!!

Ellen H alpern
0: * * 0, *

LIFE AT A SLOWER PACE!

I started off with two legs of my own, running and skipping and hopping. Life was a breeze in those
days. But now I'm a little slower and wobbly. You see; I've got four legs to carry me-my own plus two

extras, .and one of my own is out of order.

I was at the swimming area at Wappinger Creek campsite. A friend got an urge to climb upon a very large
tree whose roots were sprawled out along the bank of the creek. She successfully climbed to one side
of the tree and I tried to follow. I got half-way to where she was standing and decided to turn back.

I decided to jump. The jump turned out okay, but just as I landed I slipped. Thatwas it! I started yell-
ing for Gwen. At first she thought I was just fooling around. Then she questioned to make sure that I

wasn't. Gwen said, "I'll go and call Dave." She left me with Lill and the other campers.

Dave rushed me to the hospital which was a half hour away. When I got there, I was put into a wheel
chajr and wheeled into the doctor's office, The doctor wheeled me to the x-ray room. The x-ray showed

a hair-line fracture.
After the foot was put in a cast, 1 waited at the hospital for about an hour then Dave and I came back

to camp.
I was put into the Infirmary where I began life at camp at a slower pace. And here I am now, crutches

and all. Carolyn Mays
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MEMORIES OF THE WILLOWY TEENS

BUNK 9 ...

Toni's memories of the canoe trip were all vi sual. She couldn't hear the rapids
due to an earache. Fern Fisher and Steffi Brown had a near-perfect record for
shooting rapids. Judy Ponce de Pollack discovered the fountain of fun at Kent
Falls.

Remember our night swim followed by milk and cookies a la Beatles?

A great tradition was kept alive when we beat the female oldst(}rs in a softball
game; 6-3 thanks to Judy Pollack's home run.

PETITION TO DAVE AND MORRIS: A post-graduate course in camping for 15-
year-olds to complete the bleachers, take week-Iong canoe trips, extended
SWATS? training and next. year, "Fiddler on the Roof!"

Remember the SWATS, remember the fun, remember the writing that never
got done!

BUNK 11 ...

Bunk 11 locked horns with the Middle Camp AII-Stars and came out with
an even split

There were enough hikes this summer: ("Tramping, tramping

through the brush and don't give up the ship) ...Hike to the

Hudson River, Baird State Park, Wappinger Creek (upstream at

that).

Steve. Damon's 173 at the Bowling Alley was high for us.

When our counselors yelled "Hang ten" in the morning, it

meant that ten toes had to be hanging out of bed on their way
to being dressed.

Bunk 11 had the mos t interes ting names for their clean-up jobs :

sanitary engineer. the mastermind of the day
levitation moves beds
keeper of the essence. sweeps bathrooms
exterior decorator. police grounds

I tertiary sweep. sweeps the. back area

I rubbish accumulation remover, , emp,ty garBage
free noexplanatlon needed









CAMPERS 1966

LOWER CAMP

Jonatuan Abrams
Donna Ackerman
Adele Ai1derson
Sharon Appel
Nancy Ash kin
Eric Asimov
Paul Belsky
Sam Bernard
Judith Bloch
Howard Botwinick
Mark Brandes
William Celnick
Marla Citron
Elizabeth Cohen
Robert Cohen
Joshua Colow
Emily Eiten
Jonathan Eiten
Andrew Feldman
Debbie Finkelman
Sandy Gatanio
Nina Giovanitti
Matthew Gold
Lisa Gralni ck
Keith Green
Bret Greenberg
Laurie Greenwald
Lowell Handler
Jane Jacobson
Daniel Josephs
Robert Kevess
Ruth Kevess
Arne Komar
Jeany Lerner
Da vid Levi tt
Ronda Lombard

Peggy Lopata
Amy Manso
Karel;1 Marcus
Daniel Miller
Susan Miller
Paula Mlyn
Robert Morris
Clifford Morrison
Debbie Olson

JudyOrnstein
Gre gory Pace
Avram Porter
Guthrie Porter
Danny Posbr

""
Barry Reiner
Douglas Rivkin
Samuel Roland
Debra Rosenberg
Dario Rosso .
Jonathan Salwen

Mira Lansky
Robin Leavitt
Mary Levi tt
Steven Levy
Michael Lourie
David Manso
Lauren Marcus
Susan Moore
Nicky Morrow
Nina Olson
Steven Ornstein
Chary Penner
Richard Peters
Nathaniel Phillips
Michael Porter
Jody Porter
Robert Pos t
Karen Putterman
John Radulovic
Nanette Reiner
Stephen Rinaldi
Philip Robbins
Andrea Rosenberg
Susan Scalettar
Karen Schachter
Lise Schwartz
Eric Small
Abby Smith
Elissa Solomon
Marc Spearman
Jane Sper
Amy Stack
Fred Taub
Mark Ukkerd

Amy Schachter
Julie Schapiro
Lauren Tart Schapiro
Carol Scheiner
Eric Schwartz
Karl Schwartz
Da vid Shac k
Nina Silber
Craig Smith

Emily Sper
Barbara Stein berg
Margy Stone
Roni Straussberg
Steven Tepper
Wanda Troy
Billy Tower
Mindy Tower
Susan Waldman

Emily Wassyng
Daniel Williams
Steven Wilson
Maurice Wingate
Evan Wolrson
Alison Wolrson

David Bergen
Drew Berlin
Bella Bernard
Daniel Bisk
Alison Blackman
Jessica Blackman
Michael Bloch
Charles Brenner
Jocelyn Callender
Madelyn Carlin
Da vid Charner
Seth Cohan
Lisa Dames
Jane Danska
Scott Dicker
Clifford Ehrlich
Kenneth Ehrlich

Judy ~der
Jeffrey Fiddelman
Matthew Fritz
Sam Gi lford
Ricky Gottlieb
Laura Graiver
Phyllis Gralnick
Sherri Green berg
Michael Greene
Frank Hales
De borah Halpern
J oan Harris
Roger Herbert
Glenn Hoffman
Jane Hoffman
Jon Jacobs
Beth Josephs

MIDDLE CAMP

Danny Aronstein
Billy Aronstein
Gary Ash kin
Erica Babad
Laura Baird
Stephen Baldwin
Ann Belsky



Erica Weissman
Judy Weitzman
Joshua Williams
Peter Wolf son
Alan Zimmerman

Suellyn Karben
Carol Kirschbaum
Susan Koplowitz
Ramona Levitt

Frayda Levy
Eric Lipman

Carolyn Mays
Karen Mazer
Marc Miller
Holly Millet
Michael Nesi
Elizabeth Nisson
Toni Orans
Steven Palitz
Carla Pema
Seth Pinsker
Judith Pollack
Kenneth Post
Nancy Pressman
Matthew Rael
Kathy Raich
Bruce Rivkin
Clark Rothauser
Philip Salkind

Amy Sayres
Michael Scheffler
Alina Shumsky
Fred Si lber
Peter Simon
Tony Smi th
Barbara Sorin
Richard Stallman
Paul Stern
Erica Stoller
Steven Straussberg
Paul Taub
Lori Thaler
Debra Tunick
Debra Warshaw
Eric Wassyng
Debra Weiss

ViIlard

WaIdman

Wi lensky

Williams
STAFF

UPPER CAMP

Aronstein

Ben-Asher

Benzer

Boskey

Brown

Burge

Cohen

Cohen

Damon

Feinsilver

Feinstein

Fisher

Mi ldred Levy
Harry McBride
Henry Miller
Sandy Minkus
Ronald Nuse
Tammy Park
ArIa Patch
Lynda Patch
Neville Phillips
Michael Pines
Dina Potocki
Francine Preisner
Lili-Gid ~hnberg
Dave Revenson
Tina Rivkin
Martha Roder
Susan Rosenblatt
Lally Salz
Morris Salz
Roz Scheiner
Tina Schwartz
Richard M. Scott
Susan Silberman
Arthur Silverstein
Mark Spivack
Arlene Symons
Mike Symons
Cleve Tinsley
Karl Uretsky
Louis Van Lommel
Anita Ward
Diane Weathers
Brenda Wiggins
Darnell Wiggins
Bill Wills
William Winkler
Paul Wright
Adele Wolf son
Gail Young
Trudy Z immerman
Bery 1 Thomas

Fradkin

Gann

Gantanio

Giovanitti

Glenn

Doris Abrahams
Houshang Ahmadi
Kate Ahmadi
Ray Alden
Tom Arrata
Carol Atkin
Jean Auerbach
Jim Auerbach
Roy Bookbinder
Ellen Boykin
Butch Bracey
Ellen Brenner
William Chaleff
Ivan Charner
Ruth Citron
Sylvia Cohen
Dianne Cyrus
Wini Dean
Joel Eskin
Michael Fives
Martha Fried
Jim Gadsden
Robert Gamer
Gwen Gi lIon
Dave Glaser
Rima Glaser
Bonnie Qreenstein
Stephanie Gross
Ellen Hochberg
James Itzcovi tz
Rudy Jordan
Kenneth Kraus

Hy Levy

Halpern
Harari

Jacobson

Karben
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